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Roses and Ice
I laugh like roses fading aware of my impact.
Surrounded by thorns and velvet
my hands tracked with blood
and so I thrust I am shimmering and slivered,
a silk ram veiled in ice.
You never knew this bloody edge,
my veins lined with thorns.
You saw only crystal and cut
diamond while I hid my jagged cliffs.
And now I am free of you,
pursuing daggers and dust.
Angela Dias

Haiku
Over Jonathan's crib
hangs a formless god's-eye
tossed in the wind.

The fox hunt breaking
past the over-hanging branch:
games of twisted fates.

Half-starving reptiles
lying tails toward the sea
move when the wind rises.

Peter J. Carden

Untitled
A child with white whisps of curls
bends her pudgy knees.
Holding a red M&M between two tiny fingers
She makes an offering to
a grey cat.
Catherine Donahue

A Dream
Get away ... away
A Desperado peddling against time
Sinews bulging rampant
Frenzied Grit strength all to reach that mountain-lid
The act, and air catches:
You and the bike tumble in slow-motion down
through the clouds
through the air ... for hours
Only to be sucked through a yellow funnel in seconds
... landing in a roaring rollar-coaster
in a deserted amusement park.
Catherine Donohue

Untitled
Great uncle, you sat childlike and clutching,
unable to distinguish between my hand and those
sucking catheters.
So they strapped you down.
Pumped, plugged, purged.
Blood was just sucrose and even your urine
ceased to be your own.
Will my hands also shiver
my bones yellow under such
florescent glare?
Paula M. DeSaulvier

Racing
We heard Mr. Sullivan had a heart attack
We never gave it too much thought.
He sure did because
Every afternoon
Wearing white gym shorts and a red shirt
sweating slightly
He walks quickly, almost jogging
Muttering and smiling to himself
Nervous checking a stop-watch
To see how much time he has left.
M.E. Hague

Untitled
does your
so brown
skin
still make love
to all of the planets
to all of the earths
to everyone's dream?
all your flowers are dead
and all your candles burned down.
and now
all I have left
is this o so cold night
with a wondering
if you are still warm
under that dark skin.
Audrey Fontes

Untitled
summer nights palm
contentment
deep, deep within
their tickling tree
leaf breezes.
harboring all.
cooling the cement,
lifting the frail
playing games with my energy,
ah summer
come play with your dancer.
I can float in the street
and
name all the spirits.
Audrey Fontes

Untitled
There she sat, under a tangled bare tree, her face shrouded
by the black veil
and the rain, falling unceasingly
on her head,
running in rivulets
down her face
and around her eyes.
The early morning before sunrise
seemed dead
and the only interruption
was the blinking of a gaudy
neon sign from a small cafe.
Then silently,
but slowly and steadily
they came.
Hesitantly at first
as if afraid to wake the serene
stillness of her
solitary being, but
gradually faster
and faster until
the whole park
seemed a sea of birds.
And no human eyes
witnessed the
Coming of the Birds.
Not even her,
for she was
blind.
Dj Gamage

The Universe Redecorates Itself
Snow, the frozen confetti of a New England winter
yearns to spit down
volcanic mountain sides in thick
ropes of flowing cement hair.
Like petrified snow, nebula preen
the white heat of emptiness.
Ruins of spinning nova
drop to sea edges to be cooled by salt
caresses. Snow falls on
volcanic slabs interrupting the sea, losing
its crystalline purity to the placid
old granite. Above, tiny
atoms of stars explode noiselessly:
curtailed women banging heads against decorous
black walls.
April Selley

Still Dancing
He steps off the train
in the April rain
as the sun pushes through the clouds.
Already he sees
the needlework held on her knees
as she works among the crowds
of memories as fresh and yearning as fantasies,
while her curtains caressed in the breeze
billow full of sunlight, then, and with ease,
throw it into the air.
She waits for him as a candle
seems to burn forever when a vigil light,
yet will melt quickly as a taper at night.
She hears him on the stair.
For so long she has thought of him only;
the clock has not been wound.
They stand like two hands at midnight.
Like the silence between tickings they sound.
Then their shoes start to tap time on the hard wood floor.
The shoes get worn in and creak no more.
They sweep, and disturb as they swerve
a kitten curled in its mother's curve
asleep, because it's late, though they are still dancing.
The railroad ties
with knots like hollow eyes
are cracked like muscles shrivelled
and gray as the shingles
and the dust that mingles
with the needlepoint rugs and the sibylled
memories that hang like old curtains — now cobwebs —
in the air throughout the house.
The clock creaks like old joints,
or like a newborn mouse.
And the candles on the mantle
are bent from melting summer, rehardening fall.
The old cat's eyes glitter green,
seeing all.
They are still dancing.
April Selley

Down by a Nameless River
How smoothly you flow
glistening diamonds
in New England sun.
Interrupted only by chance
a rock or some tree's remembrance,
you race between jagged banks
showing no signs of age.
Down
Down
Down
speed now inflecting your course,
rapids-raging.
You never see the same wave twice
the water changes as the days,
but you remain.
Long may you flow sweet river and may
our paths cross again.

Kevin Howard

A nd in M y Dream
And in my dream
The sky was crystal
And giant hands
Were tapping the glass
To make me swim about.
I wished to please,
And I had no fear,
But I had no fins
And I had no tail
And I had no water,
But I had two legs
And miles of road,
And I said,
“Let me walk for you."
And in my dream
A tear of joy
Splashed the dome
And washed the sky
Above my eyes,
And I looked out
And saw him smiling.

Mark Travers

Sum m er's Gone
Boarded up cottages
deserted by summer crowds
overlooking empty
beach
Knarled ashen wood
scattered dead fish
seaweed in piles
tell of storm's furies
Blowing sand dances
across highway
covering steps
creeping in through cracks
invading summer houses
Once neat front yards
amass of swamp grass
smoothly packed roads
grown up with weeds
rutted
Another season has passed
the wild things return.
Patricia Eileen Ferguson

Woodstock, Vermont - A Recollection
On a misty May night I walked with you
through the empty streets of Woodstock.
No one else, we walked.
Store windows dark,
Car doors unlocked,
I remember your raven-winged eyebrows,
And your mane of white hair combed back Giving you the air of a wiseman.
Francis P. McAleer

Destiny
These women These old women sit in rocking chairs and wait.
Stockings lay limp at ankles,
Tangled gray hairs fall to shoulders
Like cobwebs.
These old women wait.
They rock and wait.
Francis P. McAleer

Touch
When I touch you the skin
around my ankles unravels; the ankles
fly off
and collapse at the gates of ancient
MidEastern cities.
The gates collapse. Wine
merchants scurry to protect their cargoes.
Women stitching jalabas
cry out as cloth bolts
topple. Bread on wooden
carts goes volcanic. Goats collide with
barbers and thieves. A flute player walks through
the rubble
untouched he is
playing his wooden
flute, walking toward the mountain
where the moon begins
carving out her niche
and the air is
cool with mint leaves.
Jane Lunin Perel

